
15 MINUTES RETREAT FOR THE MINISTRY OF THE PRINTED 

PAGE 

1. Lord, thank you for revealing to Brother Zach the fact that “the printed page is the most 

determinant method to communicate the gospel in our generation.”  

2. Lord, thank you for the four aspects involved in it ; 

 4        The impact of the books in the lives of readers. 

 3  The distribution of books. 

      2       The production of books. 

 1     The writing of books. 

 

3. Lord raise and give us coworkers, qualified writers to write ;  

- 1000 books drawn from ZTF’s messages 

- 10000 books on the spirituality of CMFI. 

- 100 evangelistic tracts. 

- 100 revival tracts. 

- 100 salvation tracts. 

- 100 miracles, signs and wonders tracts. 

4. Lord, give us a total of 500 publishing houses that will produce our books in the world at 

large.  

5. Lord, open doors for us in the before the already existing publishing houses in the world, that 

will accept to produce our books and tracts.  

6. Lord, bring into existence in Koumé-Bertoua, a massive publishing house for the massive 

production of our books. Give us this colossal director of CPH-Bertoua, all of its co-workers, 

all of the required equipment to start up and make this publishing house functional. 

7. Lord, grant our national and international missionaries to be the main distributors of our 

literature. Grant them to watch over it and to raise door-to-door distributors in their mission 

fields.  

8. Lord, grant that each one of our books and tracts be translated, produced and distributed in 

each of the 250 most spoken languages in the world. 

9. Lord, raise and give us a director of impact: a praying minister who prays and mobilizes 

others to pray, who fasts and mobilizes others to fast for our printed page.  

10. Lord, raise and give us a director who prays, fasts and mobilises people to pray and fast for 

the impact of ZTF’s books. 

11. Lord, raise and give us a director who prays, fasts and mobilises  people to pray and fast for 

the impact of the evangelistic tracts. 

12. Lord, raise and give us a director who prays, fasts and mobilises people to pray and fast for 

the revival tracts. 

13. Lord, raise and give us a director who prays, fast and mobilises people to pray and fast for 

the impact of the salvation tracts. 



14. Lord, raise and give us a director who prays, fasts and mobilises people to pray and fast for 

the impact of the miracles, signs and wonders tracts.  

15. Lord, grant these five (5) directors to ensure that : 

- 10 billion hours of prayer are invested in each of these domains; 

10.000.000.000x5=50.000.000.000 hours of prayer. 

-  1 billion 3 days complete fast to be invested in the ministry of the printed page; 

1.000.000.000x3x5=15.000.000.000 3 days fast. 

 

 

Receive all the glory Lord for the Ministry of the Printed Page in our generation. Amen! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Yaounde, 03/03/2021 


